
Top 10 Business Contest Questions Promote Ability for Dispatch Simulation Behaviour Tactics to 
Control Delivery and Quality of Product/Service in Competitive Defense Markets

1. What are the mission opportunities these tactics address?

We offer directed Simulation Build/Repair services models to DoD, meeting ambitious project 
requirements. We have focused on presentations during “Industry Media Seminars” to meet 
several key areas of performance DoD has identified, framing our goals to achieve increased 
mission success. We have outlined the skills we can offer DoD at regular “Industry Media 
Seminars.” Our objectives include demonstrating the utility of our services designed for DoD 
aircraft build/repair projects.

We are improving operational processes by focusing on building simulations so smarter solutions 
are created to provide more affordable, value-added logistics to DoD in design, build and repair of 
aircrafts. We continue to look for opportunities during “Industry Media Seminars” to improve the 
efficiency and effectiveness of day-to-day operations, such as re-engineering processes related to 
improving demand planning, reducing purchasing lead times and modeling predictive simulations 
to predict the value of marketing strategies for substitute resource component sourcing tickets in 
complex dispatcher training space.

Our skills & experience in work order administration for build teams well-qualify us to take on the 
task of communicating during “Industry Media Seminars” the benefits to DoD of committing to use 
our Media services for their on-site projects through careful attention to Simulation Behavior Events
We look forward to further discussions with DoD decision-makers to better communicate the full 
scope of services we offer to Aircraft Build Work Orders.

Dispatch opportunities have been designed to provide services to DoD with the benefit  that it will 
become easier to integrate services with larger pockets of supply demand signals through being 
able to process larger amounts of potential marketing strategies for substitute resource component 
sourcing tickets since information user requirements are no longer an obstacle. 

This has a strong impact on competitiveness, as dispatchers will be able to make a more efficient 
use of resources and better focus on development of their core competence. Without big 
investments, the translation of special abilities, user requirements and simulation behaviour into a 
service may constrain the realisation of great value for an expeditionary force like DoD.

Dispatch tactics address the specific needs of DoD, with flexibility and scalability as the key aspect 
for the needs of modern innovative simulation behaviour techniques. User requirements feature 
unique behavioural processes that pose a competitive advantage because of their specialisation, 
speed, and flexibility. 

Users require systems that particularly support these attributes rather unstructured processes. 
Existing standard applications are usually not flexible enough to cope with this requirement. If 
systems are not customisable enough, the adaptation is very expensive, which makes them 
unsuitable for DoD divisions with limited budgets. Dispatcher simulation behavioural observation 



models promote competitive advantages deriving from specialisation and unique processes by not 
destroying or rearranging processes but rather adapting to them. 

2. What is the size of the mission space these tactics open up?

Success of modern DoD operations innovative strategy planning to survive in increasingly 
competitive defense markets. Dispatch protocols address how the variables that shape strategy, 
planning and simulation behaviour are parceled out and how they may affect sourcing ticket 
opportunities to activate elements critical to mission success, such as supply lines or 
communications deployment.

Dispatchers look at DoD resources and objectives to help and guide the search for opportunities 
and assess the need to understand competition and how to do a competitive market assessment in
critical real-world operational work space.. A  focus on external defense markets is key because 
changes in these variables present new opportunities as well as problems user simulation 
behavioural issues deal with in marketing strategy and planning for unforeseen changes in market 
size. 

Target market segmentation and positioning at a high-level formulates the goal of a marketing 
strategy in identifying a target market and developing a market mix that will appeal to DoD vision of
faster and more accurate sourcing ticket schedule strategies. Decisions regarding the ideal mix can
be organised in terms of price, promotion, and quality of product.. However, the goal is not to just 
come up with a particular strategy, but rather to focus on providing value key defense market 
segments. DoD must decide where it’s going, or it may fall into the trap of losing sight of dispatcher
simulation objectives, which should shape the direction and operation of the entire DoD enterprise. 

It is difficult for dispatchers to set user based requirements and simulation behavioural objectives 
that actually do a good job in guiding the present and future development of DoD sourcing ticket 
generation. The process forces dispatcher teams to look at the entire DoD enterprise and relate its 
present objectives and resources to the market in order to then decide what is to be accomplished 
in the future. Dispatchers should be listening to defense market signals when setting objectives, 
but setting up objectives for the entire DoD enterprise must relate user requirements and 
behavioural strategies within resource limits. 

In this sense, objectives may usually reside outside the control of dispatcher marketing strategies 
for marketing strategies for substitute resource component sourcing tickets so It would be 
convenient if DoD could set a limited number of objectives, such as reigning in costs or meeting 
force structure requirements and then let that serve as the guide. However, setting the user 
requirements for actual objectives is much more complicated, which helps explain why it’s often 
done in a sub-par manner or not done at all. 

3.  How will the results of tactics be exploited & disseminated?

Dispatcher promotion of a good quality dissemination and exploitation plan should be a key priority 
for any DoD-funded project. A good strategy, complete with measurable, realistic objectives that 
adheres to a timetable and provides a complete budget will maximise the use of project results by 
target groups. It will also ensure that all project partners know what their roles and responsibilities 



are when it comes to all-important value-driven activities. Any good exploitation and dissemination 
plan must take account of the user requirements  and simulation behvioural constraints, carefully 
taking time to think over who exactly is going to use the findings and application products resulting 
from the endeavour.  

As far as possible, plans should be flexible enough to allow target groups and other stakeholders to
become involved during application development ensure marketing strategies for substitute 
resource component sourcing tickets remains on track in terms of user requirements and 
simulation behaviour. Such participation will also draw attention to the potential value of the 
application, helping spread the utility of the application to other interested parties. Objectives 
include dissemination and exploitation of the results of user requirement assessments, in terms of 
materials and technologies employed, by the organisation and validation of application protocols 
from an sustainability point of view.  

The main aim of the dissemination activity is to make sure that organisations outside the 
consortium but active within the field of the application follow progress. All dissemination tools 
available will be used to disclose innovations and results concerning the research activities, 
reaching the largest audience possible. Events fitting in the thematic area will be carefully chosen 
for participating and promoting project topics. Information and dissemination materials and 
activities will be an important aspect also of the exploitation policy for the project results.  

In order to evaluate the sustainability of the application, a complete study of DoD aircraft service 
life requirements  will be considered. Another important aim is to ensure proper exploitation of the 
knowledge by monitoring the situational aspects of  changes in user requirements and simulation 
behaviour in the field and the availability of results, Access rights for use are subject to agreements
with DoD, and specific deliverables are envisaged to treat both the issues and agreements.

4. What mission benefits will the tactics deliver and over what time schedule?

Essentially, a project that offers economic benefits can be effectively characterised as a way of 
working, a way of organising people, materials and technology; and a way of managing certain 
tasks detailed by the application. Primarily it involves the coordination of work space to achieve a 
specified outcome. All activities, user requirements and simulation behaviour of dispatchers are put
into the substitute resource component ticket scheduling practise to attain certain goals or 
objectives. 

But what differentiates application projects from other branches of oversight is that it is totally 
focused on a specific problem, and once that outcome has been achieved, the project ceases to be
necessary, and the project is stopped. Contrast that with running a production line, or overseeing 
certain business operations, for example; those are tasks which run continuously and have no one 
single end point.  

A project starts at a defined point of time, ends at a specific point in time, and it is complete when 
the outcome is achieved, normally being that which was agreed upon at the beginning of the 
project, and when the normally definition of items in terms of specific tangible deliveries is 
complete. Commonly there are limited resources available - most frequently money and dispatcher 
time, user requirements and simulation behavioural standards - with which and within which to 



deliver the desired outcome. When the outcome is delivered, something will have changed. 

All projects share one common characteristic: the projection of ideas and activities into new 
endeavours. But although different projects might have some common features, each project is 
unique, with a specific one-off set of activities. The principal identifying characteristic of a project is 
its novelty. It is a step into the unknown, and is often fraught with risk and uncertainty. No two 
projects are ever exactly alike: even a repeated project will differ from earlier versions in one or 
more defense market-driven, administrative or physical aspects.

5. Has a viable mission space been identified by the tactics?

Several common threads identify the basis of which explain why business opportunities are truly fit 
for success. To make them easier to remember, the marketing strategies for substitute resource 
component sourcing tickets aspects of development have been aligned with what dispatchers 
consider relevant to user requirements and simulation behavioural characteristics of the project. 
When all components come together in sufficient strength, then a business opportunity has passed
the test and is ready for take-off. The components of a viable business plan involves the following 
characteristics: An advantageous idea, Defense Market involvement, identification of required 
resources, and a ready DoD end-user structure. 

The first component-- a Good Idea is critical for success. This idea generally involves either 
meeting or better meeting an observed need. The second component --Defense Market 
involvement dramatically enhances the chances that the business will have the ability to execute 
effectively. Naively, many believe that the idea is everything, and that once you have it, anyone can
do the rest. While this may have been the case in past decades, today’s unpredictable economy 
requires superb execution. The third component-- identification of required resources means that 
the business is amply equipped with assets such as knowledge, skills, experience, contacts, 
supplies, materials, and means to launch successfully. These resources are necessary for superb 
execution. The final component;-- Ready end-user market  means that there are a handful of DoD 
end-users who are ready to buy the product or service right now. Without this, of course, the 
business opportunity is nonviable! 

Dispatcher user requirements and simulation behavioural construct business opportunities pass 
these tests of critical criteria, although DoD may consider how the project can put in line strategic 
methods to strengthen or modify marketing strategies for substitute resource component sourcing 
tickets. Once these opportunities pass the user requirements and behaviour considerations tests 
with sufficient strength, they are likely ready to launch! 

6.  Is it clear that the tactics addresses mission dynamics?

In spite of a wealth of advice regarding how consortiums pitch their applications to defense markets
characterised by ever changing conditions, almost everyone gets it wrong. Why? Because most 
guides to pitching an application to DoD markets miss the central point: The purpose of your pitch 
is to identify the user requirements and simulation behaviour dispatchers are likely to encounter 
over the course of addressing marketing strategies for substitute resource component sourcing 
tickets , not to teach. The task is to excite, not to educate. Pitching is about understanding what 
defense markets are most interested in, and developing a dialogue that enables you to connect 



with the head, the heart, and the gut of the DoD end-user.  

If you want advice about pitching, you can directly ask DoD end users of the application, but you 
probably won’t get a very good answer. Most market end-users are analytic types, and so they will 
give you a laundry list of topics you should cover. They won’t tell you what really floats their boat, 
mainly because they themselves can’t articulate marketing strategies for substitute resource 
component sourcing tickets requirements in useful terms. “I know it when I see it,” is about the best
answer you’ll get. 

What is the DoD end-user most interested in? Contrary to popular belief, the group sitting at the 
other end of the table glaring inscrutably at the user requirements and simulation behavioual 
aspects promoted by dispatchers ask, “Is this application going to make or save a lot of money?” 

It is the simple question most application developers think they are answering, but they are missing
the crux of the process. What DoD users are really thinking is, “Is this application the best next 
marketing strategies for substitute resource component sourcing tickets ?” That is a much more 
complex question, but that is what dispatchers have to answer. 

To win over the hearts and minds of investors, the dispatcher pitch has to tell a good, clear, easy-
to-repeat story—the story of an exciting new application for marketing strategies for substitute 
resource component sourcing tickets. Dispatchers must position the promotion of their skill sets as 
a perfect fit with other applications DoD end-users have used as well as what the new application 
is chartered to make work, and beat out the other new applications DoD end-users are currently 
considering. These issues are beyond the scope of this Q&A session. So for now, we have just 
concentrated on telling a good story 

Most attempts at pitching a new application in the context of dynamically changing defense 
markets are generally right about the topics, even if they miss the nuance, i.e., sell, don’t explain. 
But no template should be taken as graven in stone. The dispatcher story may require a moderate 
or even a dramatic variation on the project presentation of substitute resource component sourcing 
ticket scheduling. 

It may be necessary to explain solutions for the administration of user requirements and simulation 
behavioural contexts  before the dynamics of the defense market can be explained; or if the 
defense markets are a crowded it may be necessary to explain why dispatcher application is 
different than everyone else early on in the conversation; or you may want to drop some very 
impressive impressions that DoD end-users have articulated before the application and the 
defense market dynamics are explained.  Situational specifics of defense market dynamics should 
dictate the flow of presenting the application 

The best practise is not often the best strategy. Strategy is a way of thinking, not a procedural 
exercise or a set of frameworks. To stimulate that thinking and the dialog that goes along with it, it 
is essential to design metrics based on sound and practical parameters, and follow a set of action 
oriented steps aimed at helping DoD end-users assess the strength of the proposed methodology 
of substitute resource component sourcing schedules. It is imperative to design steps focused on 
testing the user requirements and simulation behavioural strategy itself, in other words, the output 
of the strategy-development process, rather than the frameworks, tools, and approaches that 



generate strategies, for two reasons. DoD develops in many different ways based on the 
characteristics of organisations and dynamic defense markets and many strategies emerge over 
time rather than from a process of deliberate formulation.

7. Has the value of tactic output been quantified & how it will be disseminated?

Dispatcher development of a good quality dissemination and exploitation plan should be a key 
priority for any DoD-funded project. A good strategy, complete with measurable, realistic objectives 
that adheres to a timetable and provides a complete budget will maximise the use of project results
by target groups. It will also ensure that all project partners know what their roles and 
responsibilities are when it comes to all-important value-driven activities. Any good exploitation and
dissemination plan must take account of the user requirements  and simulation behvioural 
constraints, carefully taking time to think over who exactly is going to use the findings and 
application products resulting from the endeavour.  

As far as possible, plans should be flexible enough to allow target groups and other stakeholders to
become involved during application development ensure marketing strategies for substitute 
resource component sourcing tickets remains on track in terms of user requirements and 
simulation behaviour. Such participation will also draw attention to the potential value of the 
application, helping spread the utility of the application to other interested parties. Objectives 
include dissemination and exploitation of the results of user requirement assessments, in terms of 
materials and technologies employed, by the organisation and validation of application protocols 
from an sustainability point of view.  

The main aim of the dissemination activity is to make sure that organisations outside the 
consortium but active within the field of application follow progress. All dissemination tools available
will be used to disclose innovations and results concerning the research activities, reaching the 
largest audience possible. Events fitting in the thematic area will be carefully chosen for 
participating and promoting project topics. Information and dissemination materials and activities 
will be an important aspect also of the exploitation policy for the project results.  

In order to evaluate the sustainability of the application, a complete study of the long-term utility 
across the entire service life assessment of the process will be considered. Another important aim 
is to ensure proper exploitation of the knowledge by monitoring the situational aspects of  changes 
in user requirements and simulation behaviour in the field and the availability of results.

8. Has the size of mission space for the tactics been supported by evidence?

Estimating the size of the defense market is the first step in determining if an application is going to
generate an acceptable rate of return. Dispatcher plans to launch a new application product in an 
existing market or expand into a new market needs to know the potential market size to determine 
the minimum it must invest in user requirement development or investment in determining 
appropriate simulation behavioural profiles in order to gain market share. Realistic market 
estimates lead to more dependable projections for marketing strategies for substitute resource 
component sourcing tickets  and better strategic planning.  

While market assessment is very helpful for programme design, it is not an fool proof recipe that, 



when followed, provides all the information needed to develop the user-based defense market that 
utilises marketing strategies for substitute resource component sourcing tickets In the information-
based user requirements simulation behavioural profiles and programme design process, there is 
still considerable need for creativity, intuition and determination to succeed, just as in sectors that 
do not involve defense markets. 

The key limitation of market assessment is that it provides a picture of the current and past market 
and some indications of trends in the market. It does not show what will happen in the future. 
Therefore, the information from a market assessment must be combined with an  eye to the future 
to determine the best ways to expand and develop a market.  

A requirement for market vision is particularly true for new and very innovative services that do not 
resemble anything currently being used by DoD. being purchased and sold. It is difficult for DoD 
users to provide an opinion of these types of services because they can not envision how the 
services will help them without well-defined user requirements and a through description of the 
simulation behavioural aspects needed for proper deployment of the application.  

On the supply side, often a different business model than currently exists is needed to develop and
sell very innovative services so a picture of current supply may not provide the needed information.
Market research can be particularly unreliable in helping dispatchers predict the future demand for 
innovative services. In fact, a conventional analysis of the potential of these programmes might 
lead DoD users away from developing them because they appear less promising than adaptations 
of current products.

9. Are the mission requirements realistic and addressable by the tactics?

It is key for dispatchers to apply the ability to spot market opportunities for substitute resource 
component sourcing ticket scheduling. Being able to spot new market opportunities early and 
understanding the “window of opportunity”, enables growth of the business as the technology 
industry grows and changes. By seeing future trends and the new opportunities created, market 
share can be captured incremental growth realised. Incorporation of user requirement concepts 
and overall simulation behaviour goals for expanding the utility of the application is of great interest
to DoD users. 

Dispatchers must estimate what is a good conservative market share that can be projected from 
substitute resource component sourcing ticket scheduling. Rather than looking at this question 
from the “top down”, try looking at it from a “bottom up” perspective. When projecting market share,
look at your realistic total addressable market. Using this figure as a benchmark, factor in what 
infrastructure dispatchers require and project market share from the bottom up. Then, factor in 
some assumptions on how many DoD users can be reached, how many user requirements and 
simulation behavioural techniques will come from those contacts and how much competitive 
advantage can be generated by deploying the application. This provides good base from which to 
work in terms of capturing market share. 

Do DoD users have to determine a need to “pass” all elements of the market viability work space in
order for the application to be successful? No, absolutely not. In fact, most applications will not 
“pass” all the elements of the market viability work space. Most DoD users would probably agree 



that there is no one magic formula or test that can guarantee a successful application. The point of 
assessing market viability work space is to know and document the most crucial aspects of the 
defense market and to identify potential challenges. Obviously DoD users want to make sure that 
the application venture passes most of the criteria, but it is not guaranteed that it will fail if it 
doesn’t.

The question arises as to whether dispatchers should project the application as a larger 
organisation or if looking like a smaller and more DoD user-based orientation is of greater value. 
Actually, the best answer is to simply tell the truth about the organisation. Let your operations and 
financial plans dictate how large in scope the application is rather than worrying about how large or
small you look to DoD users. 

At the end of the day if dispatchers provide incredible value and a high level of service, then the 
size of the operation ultimately becomes irrelevant. For those of you listening to this answer and 
thinking, “but won’t the small size affect the ability to win larger contracts?”; here is your answer: If 
you are looking to win a contract where your size becomes an issue, it probably is one.  

It is not good practise to chase after projects that are larger than you have infrastructure to 
adequately support.  One of the worst things application developers can do is to win a larger 
contract and not have the ability to support it. If an opportunity is larger than the infrastructure to 
handle it independently, then it may be a good idea to look at a partnership or to bring in 
contractors. No matter what, never lie to DoD users about your capabilities. There is an old 
expression: “Always tell the truth, it is easier to remember…”

10. Is it clear how mission plans will exploit the results of the tactics launch?

Producers of knowledge and evidence need to reach a wide audience with their work. It can be a 
slow and sometimes difficult task to transfer evidence into the practical practise setting, but 
planning effective dissemination strategies is part of this process. Dissemination planning involves 
not only looking at where and when the substitute marketing strategies for substitute resource 
component sourcing tickets information should be disseminated but what should be communicated 
and how it should be presented. These steps will maximise its relevance, usefulness and 
accessibility.  

The specific aims of this provision are to promote knowledge sharing, greater awareness, 
transparency, training, and education in determining user requirements and the simulation 
behavioural constraints necessary to achieve success for the application Consortia are required to 
provide tangible proof that collaborative research not only exists, but also pays dividends in terms 
of application excellence, defense market competitiveness, training opportunities, unit 
improvements and enhanced quality.

The results of DoD user projects and initiatives need to achieve maximum impact: they should 
radiate as widely as possible so that the valuable lessons and experience gained by one group can
benefit others. Moreover, what is learned from a project should inform future policy. All this can 
happen only if connections are made between the organisers of the project and the wider DoD user
community.  



The key means of connecting with a target DoD user audience is the process of dissemination. The
aim – by developing the full potential of project results – is to create positive loop and influence 
making results more sustainable, maximising their impact, optimising investment in simulation 
behaviour,  mproving marketing strategies for substitute resource component sourcing tickets 
systems, pooling knowledge to avoid overlap of efforts, and then feeding back into policy-making. 
Dissemination- including also information provision and raising awareness about user requirements
and behavioural aspects of the application can take place from the beginning of a project and 
intensify as results are becoming available. 

It is important to remember that a project will have both tangible and intangible results requiring 
different approaches for dissemination. Tangible results, such as a new tool, a document, a training
package, can be easily demonstrated with samples or pictures. But intangible results, such as 
changes in attitude, awareness derived from a mobility project, or the upgrading of skills of 
individual DoD users, may require subtler methods – interviews, perhaps, or information 
determined through the practice of administering questionnaires. 

All participants must remember that during the project such results may emerge, which have a 
value but they were not foreseen by the time of the project design. Therefore, simulation behaviour 
plan has a crucial role within a research project and it has to be reviewed regularly as the results 
emerge with the progress and success of the project.


